[Analysis by computer simulation of cell kinetics of the liver].
A computer simulation model of cell kinetics is established to represent the variations of rat hepatocyte populations in several circumstances: normal growth, circadian rythms, response to partial hepatectomy under different conditions. This model differs from usual mathematical models-sets of equations--by the use of digital simulation techniques. Each cell in the population is represented by a set of variables in the computer memory. When experiments are simulated, the values of these variables are modified step by step according to the hypotheses we want to test. Counts and statistics derived at each step from the simulation are then compared to experimental values, in order to assess the validity of our hypotheses. This procedure enables us to establish a minimal set of conditions and outside causal effects necessary to mimic the behaviour of the liver under experimental situations similar to those we simulate. Such modelisation suggests further work on the mechanisms governing cell kinetics in the normal liver and during cancerisation.